MOST SUMMER CAMP PARTICIPANTS will enter at the Nicolet Entrance, labeled Summer Camps A, B, C off Nicolet Drive (see route detail on other side). Music and Art Camp commuters will enter at D (Main Entrance). Follow the Summer Camp signs to your turn-off. To determine in which group you belong (A, B, C or D), refer to your acceptance letter and follow the directions below.

A  **Innovation and Inventor’s Commuters:** Campers with registration in Wood Hall (building #10) should turn left on Wood Hall Drive and park in the Wood Hall Lot. Enter Wood Hall from the parking lot.

B  **Life’s A Lab and Jump into Science Camp Commuters:** Report to Laboratory Sciences (building #8). Turn left on Lab Sciences Drive and follow the signs marked B.

C  **All Housing Campers:** You will report to the University Union (building #4) by turning off South Circle Drive onto Leon Bond Drive at the sign marked C. Turn left at the stop sign and proceed past the Kress Events Center and turn left into the Visitor Parking Lot adjacent to the University Union.

D  **Art and Music Commuter Campers:** You will report to the location noted in your acceptance letter, Studio Arts (building #1). To reach this building, turn right from Nicolet Drive at the Main Entrance at the sign marked D. Take your first left to North Circle Drive, to the Studio Arts Parking Lot. Enter Studio Arts doors closest to the parking lot.